File 16 VBS 2015 Student Leadership 2-Hour Session

Student Leader Core Conference – 2 Hours
Gather, Prepare and Copy
•
•
•
•

VBS2015 Student Starter Kit
VBS 2015 Student Leader Guide (5-10 extras to be used by conferees)
VBS 2015 Student Learner Guide (5-10 extras to be used by conferees)
5 Report Folders – Label individually – Day 1, Day 2, Day 3, Day 4, and Day 5
o Separate each day’s session materials from leader and learner guides and
place into corresponding folder.
o Print materials needed for each session from the DVD and place into
corresponding folder. Be sure to include the “Off the Map Playlist” and “Daily
Overview Chart” – highlighting each day’s event

For Opening
• Paper plates (one per conferee)
• Pens (one per conferee)
• CD from Starter Kit
• CD Player
For Getting Started
• VBS 2015 Student Leader Guide
• VBS 2015 Student Leader Pak
• Print clipart from DVD to display
• “Getting to Know Your Students” game:
o 5 sticky notes – labeled as follows:
! Cliquish
! Mirror parents’ values
! Moody
! Desire meaningful relationships
! Often have hero worship or crushes
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For Working Through Day 2
• Copy Handout 1 – Session Overview Daily Prep (one per conferee)
For Before, During, and After VBS
•
•

Copy Handout 2 – Note Sheet (one per conferee)
Candy or small prizes

TEACHING STEPS
The material this year lends itself to being broken down into five, independent lessons.
These lessons allow you to use as much, or as little of the activities as you need. This
session will take the leaders on an overview of “Day 2”, so they can understand exactly
how the materials relate to one another, and what that would look like in a VBS class.

OPENING (15 Minutes)
Play CD “Countdown Time 2” as conferees enter.
Start session with prayer, thanking God for all who are attending and asking His
blessing on this session and His guidance as you prepare for this “Journey Off the
Map.”
Use “Follow Your Guide” activity from Page 17 of the Leader Guide.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Give each conferee a paper plate and a pen
Instruct the learners to place the plate on top of their heads
Explain that they will follow your instructions to draw a tree house while keeping their
plates on top of their heads
Give the following instructions:
o “Draw a tree trunk.”
o “Draw a line across the trunk as the floor.”
o “Draw two vertical lines as the walls.”
o “Draw a roof on top of the walls.”
o “Draw windows and a door.””
o “Draw a ladder going from the bottom of the trunk to the tree house.”
Allow time for conferees to look at their drawings and determine how well they
followed their guide.
Debrief by discussing the following questions:
o How hard was it to follow your guide’s instructions when you couldn’t see the
outcome?
o What things make it hard to follow someone?
o What things make it easy to follow someone?
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•
•

o Would you follow someone into “unknown territory?”
Read Isaiah 30:21 and share a story how you have personally learned the truth of
this Scripture.
Discuss that, during VBS of 2015, we will be helping students discover that
obedience to God does not always lead to the expected, but that through a personal
relationship with Him, we can trust Him to always be with us, even through “unknown
territory.”

GETTING STARTED (30 Minutes)
Ensure that each learner has access to a Leader Guide and a learner guide. Open the
Leader Guide and point out and overview how to use the following sections:
Plan of Salvation (Inside front cover page)
Table of Contents (p. 2)
Daily Session titles and Bible stories (p. 3)
“Getting to Know your Students” (p. 5)
! Distribute the sticky notes prepared in advance to five volunteers,
telling them not to look at the writing.
! Instruct the volunteers to stick the notes on their foreheads so that the
writing is visible to the group.
! Explain that the notes have characteristics of students written on them.
! Encourage the group to describe the characteristic written on the sticky
note of each volunteer without using the words on the note. Ask the
volunteer to try to determine what might be on his note. (Doesn’t have
to be exact words – more looking for the concept.)
! Discuss these 5 characteristics of students, as well as some of the
other characteristics on page 5 of the leader guide. Discuss how this
should affect how the leader will guide students during VBS.
o “Decoration, Promotion, and Registration” (p. 6)
! Point out that decoration ideas can be found in the Leader Guide as
well as clip art from the DVD. Remind the group that rooms do not be
elaborate and there are simple things that can bring the theme to light.
! As time permits, you may ask the group if anyone has ideas they
would like to share with the group regarding decoration.
! Also mention that promotion and registration ideas can be found in this
section as well. Remind them that if we do not make an effort to reach
out to students, they will not come. Again, if time permits, ask the
group for additional ideas for promotion of VBS for students.
o
o
o
o

WORKING THROUGH DAY 2 (45 Minutes)
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Distribute Handout 1 (Session Overview Daily Prep) to each conferee and explain that a
great VBS requires a little help. Point out this handout is an overview of how the
material is set up to work as well as extra informational sites.
o Have the learners follow on “Handout 1” as you walk through Day 2, showing
how the materials relate to one another.
o Note special features and changes.
o Play the music and video segments suggested for the day.
o Mention that the activity played at the beginning of the conference was the
Motivate activity for Session 2. Talk with the group about the importance of
debriefing an activity with the students.
o Demonstrate and discuss the Examine portion of Session 2.
o Lead the conferees in the Apply activity from page 20 in the Leader Guide. Be
sure to debrief the activity as an example of how to lead students to apply the
Bible study to their own lives.
o Point out the Rotation suggestions
! Crafts (have crafts displayed to show to group)
! Recreation
! Missions (if time permits, play DVD segment)
o Open Learner Guide and point out the following sections:
! Table of Contents
! Plan of Salvation
! Discuss Session 2 from Learner Guide Perspective
! Survival Quiz for Session (p. 12 quiz – p. 48 answer)
! Motivate (p. 13)
! Examine (pp. 14-19)
! Be Back Soon
o Display DVD-ROM printouts for Session 2
! Daily Overview Chart
! Mosaic Tile Craft
! Points Criteria for Motivate part of session
! Off the Map Playlist
o Display Pack Items for Session 2
! Follow Your Guide Poster – used in Motivate

BEFORE, DURING, AND AFTER VBS (30 Minutes)
Distribute Note Sheet (Handout 2). Lead in a discussion of each topic. At conclusion of
each topic encourage conferees to share ideas for taking the action (promotion,
scheduling, registration, evangelism, guiding behavior, follow-up) to a new level. Award
a small prize for each idea.
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•

Promotion
o Focus on Social Media: Not just for advertisement, but also for planning, and
follow up.
o Work with churches around you to promote one another’s VBS events.
(Remind conferees that by scheduling with respect to other churches in your
region, you can work together to reach your community for Christ.)

•

Scheduling Options
o Refer to Page 4 of Leader Guide.
o Note that VBS can look different at every church. Have conferees share
optional schedules they have used for student VBS.
o Encourage churches to determine what is best for their community. Many
churches have gone to evening VBS, which may be specifically better for
students.

•

Registration
o Discuss that VBS Registration needs dedicated workers, just like Bible
Study teaching or crafts. Encourage the conferees to make registration its
own job, and suggest that the people who register kids, can also, during
VBS, fill out thank you post cards, address them, and have them finished
by the end of the evening for every student in attendance. This way,
everyone who attended gets a card (a novelty these days), and follow up
later on through email and social media sites is made more simple.
o Suggestions for Registration
! Have volunteers that only register kids, rather than pulling “double
duty.”
! Have a designated way to enter and exit, so that the students must
walk past a registrar.
! Create an identifier that will last the week, so that kids need to register
only once (hand stamp, plastic bracelet, and the like).
! Catch parents before they leave, or when they come to pick their
student up.

•

Evangelism
o Review evangelism resources on Page 2 in Leader Guide, Page 4 in
Learner Guide, and “Sharing The Gospel With Students” ON DVD).

•

Guiding Behavior
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o Discuss that we only have these students for a very limited amount of
time, and the love of Jesus must come across. State that “as adults, we
can be a little calloused to youth needs because we are a “little older and
a little wiser.” We want to give ear to our teens’ needs, but during VBS,
there is a bigger job to do – SHARE JESUS. If you allow for a time of
testimony, or have students that wear their issues on their sleeves, or who
want to commandeer the teaching time, be gentle in dealing with them, but
keep command of your time through some simple, kind, yet effective
coping mechanisms.”
o Share the following suggestions:
! They can be talkative and demand attention - use an egg timer for
student responses, and have a board for them to write prayer requests
on when they walk in the door.
! They “flake”, and can be inconsistent - don’t give a student a job
that can’t be easily skipped or picked up by someone else.
! They can have an attitude - if the attitude cannot be ignored, interject
their names into your lesson, or ask them to hold a poster, run sound,
or pass something out. Sometimes expressions of attitude in public are
often loud and annoying cries for attention.
! They can have parent problems - make time to talk after the session.
! They may be the only responsible one in their house - this means
they will worry about their siblings, or worry that their parents may be
mad. Stay with them and meet their family before or after, so that they
feel like they have an advocate.
! They can have substance abuse issues - if they are bringing it up in
class, they want help.
! They like to exaggerate situations to “shock” or try to “out-sin”
each other - often during a testimony or prayer request session, or just
in asking questions during class, Christian kids will want a “shocking”
testimony. Being a good kid that grew up in church doesn’t sound as
“cool” as being saved from a horrible upbringing, on the wrong side of
town, with eminent danger all around. Don’t let them get carried away.
Keep that stuff to minimum.
o Ask the class for other situations they have dealt with? Discuss as
necessary and appropriate.

•

Follow-up (Continued Connections)
o A Card, A Call, A Visit… it’s old, but it still works.
o Social Media Is Your Friend…
! Be sure to discuss security issues about using social media with
students. Leaders should not put themselves in compromising
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situations with students even online. If group is private, it is imperative
that you include the parents in the group.
! Post pictures from VBS (with permission from parents and
students)
! Post questions students can respond to
! Challenge the students to bring something specific or to do a
certain thing…you are looking to engage them in what God is
doing.

CLOSING CHALLENGE (5 Minutes)
Thank the conferees for attending. Challenge them to listen to their Guide as they
prepare, teach and then follow-up with students for VBS.
Close in prayer.
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Handout	
  1

SESSION OVERVIEW DAILY PREP

FOR SESSION ___

1. SESSION OVERVIEW
Bible Passage

Focus Verse
Daily Point

Christ Connection

Daily Purpose

2. LEADER DEVOTION

3. WORSHIP IN MUSIC

Off the Map Playlist

Video Segments

4. MOTIVATE (15 Minutes)

Activity
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5. EXAMINE (30 Minutes)

Bible Study

6. APPLY (15 Minutes)

Application Activity

7. ROTATION ACTIVITIES
Crafts
Recreation
Missions

LEARNER GUIDE

PREPARATION
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FOLLOW-‐UP	
  

GUIDING	
  BEHAVIOR	
  

	
  

EVANGELISM	
  

REGISTRATION	
  
SCHEDULING	
  

PROMOTION	
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Handout	
  2
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